CASE STUDY
Project: Preparation of House Set Outs from Survey Data in CAD
Customer: Leading provider of Building Survey Services in Australia

Requirement
The client – a leading Australian provider of surveying services like Survey
plan, House Set-out using modern computer software – has invited AABSyS
to provide the following services for their projects:

Drafting of survey plans

Setting out house on the required lot for finding a proper location
with respect to the boundaries

Solution Offered


For this project AABSyS had used Carlson Software, a modern CAD
based platform for the drafting and set outs
Customer had assigned the job using Web app utility which gives
both AABSyS and the customer a clarity on the status of the job
AABSyS team had maintained continuous correspondence with
the client through emails, phone and instant message
communication for resolving queries and sharing status updates




Technology Used




AABSyS had used Carlson Software - a modern CAD based software for the drafting and set outs
For work assignment and status updates, the client had opted for the Web app utility that provided technical teams at AABSyS and the
client's side clarity on the work status
AABSyS project team had been in continuous correspondence with the client's technical team through email, phone and instant
messaging communications to solve queries and status updates

Client’s Advantage





The services provided by AABSyS helped the customer in successfully completing their project on time with no errors
The client appreciated the work done at AABSyS as the deliverables were provided with high quality in a time-bound and cost effective
manner
House set out plans were done flawless and the same were used effectively
The technical team at AABSyS comprises of qualified and experienced civil engineers who understands the needs of the Architecture,
Engineering and Construction industry very well
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